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 Texture Mitts      2011.497 

Set of six vinyl mitts with various textures. Small size designed for 

children. (Image to left)  

 

 

Small Tactile Discs     2011.548 

Small set of tactile discs. Can be used with the large set. (Image to 

left) 

 

 

Large Tactile Discs     2011.547 
 
Large set of tactile discs. Can be used with the small set.  (Image 
to left)  
 
 

 

    “Cuddle Loop" and "Stretch Ease"   2011.431 
 

Loop of stretchy fabric allows user to wrap themselves for extra 
sensory input or utilize the band for resistance when exercising. 
(Image to left)  
 

 

 

Foam Roller       2011.551 
 

Textured cylinder maintains a consistent shape and helps with 
stretching, exercising, and various other activities. (Image to left)  
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Disc’O’Sit Jr.      2011.572 
 

It enables your students to work on postural training while 
seated, or balance activities in seated or standing positions. Ideal 
for little bottoms who require dynamic seated activities. (Image to 
left)  

 
 
  

Puzzlepillar      2011.479 
 
4 piece textured puzzle with lights, music and vibration, 6 AA 
batteries. (Image to left)  
 

 

  

The New Touch     2011.408 
 
This game encourages children to use their sense of touch to 
identify and match objects to their pictures. Using a card, the 
player places their hand inside the container and tries to find the 
objects on the card without looking, for a challenge use the timer. 
(Image to left)  

 
 
 
 
    Sensi-controller     2011.570 
 

The Sensi-Controler has multiple characteristics of advancement; 
for example, several people can be positioned around the ring at 
the same time to strengthen the occupational and social-
emotional domain of a person. (Image to left)  
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 Massage Ring – Yellow    2011.469 

Easy to grip, they are designed with gentle bumps. Provides a 
pleasing tactile therapy experience, aids in circulation and 
desensitizes scars. Yellow in color. (Image to left)  
 

 

Loopy Launcher      2011.468 
Light blue, ball shaped with stretchy tentacles and 2 thicker, 
stretchy, longer loops. (Image to left)  
 
 
 
 
 
Koosh Ball      2011.561 
Ball with rubber stretchy strands; purple and orange in color. 
(Image to left)  
 
 
 

Odd Ballz      2011.575 

Jelly ball with beads inside. Some versions light up when 

squeezed.  (Image to left)  

 

Stretchy tentacle ball    2011.422 

Squishy ball with long stretchy tentacles. (Image to left)  

 

 

 

Hair Ballz Flying Disc    2011.460 

Stretchy disc with purple fringe along outer edge.  (Image to left)  
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Glow Gel Jellyfish     2011.459 

Blue and clear gel, stretchy and squishy jellyfish. Not intended for 

use in or near mouth. (Image to left)  

 

 

Flex Net      2011.455 

Stretchy, rubbery net that are bright colors. (Image to left)  

 

 

Bug out Bob      2011.420 

This humorous guy is irresistible, when you squeeze his air filled 

body his eyes, ears and mouth pop out depending on how hard 

and where you squeeze him. (Image to left)  

  

 

 

Fettuccine Yo-yo     2011.452 

Purple and pink fettuccine shaped stretchy strands.  (Image 

to left)  

 

 

 

Anima Squeezer: Horse, Cow, Dolphin   2011.443 

Squeeze animal for strengthening or tactile stimulation. Made of 

foam and will return to original shape. Latex Free. (Image to left)  
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Boingio Ball      2011.446 

These balls provide auditory, tactile and proprioception input. 

This ball helps with sensory awareness, eye-hand coordination 

and motor planning. (Image to left)  

  

Multicolored Koosh Ball    2011.472 

Colorful and soft, Koosh Balls are ideal for eye-hand coordination, 

gross motor activities, and tactile stimulation. (Image to left) 

 

  

Odd Ballz      2011.477 

Fuzzy, blue rubber squeeze ball. Knobby covering. (Image to left)  

 

 

Urchin Stretch Band     2011.505 

Stretchy band with tentacles along outer edge.  (Image to left)  

 

 

Velvet Slime      2011.507 

Rubbery material in various forms (centipede, worms, etc) ideal 

for tactile stimulation.  (Image to left)  
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Ziggy Pasta Yo-yo     2011.512 

Orange and blue z-shaped stretchy strands can be stretched and 

will return to its previous shape much like a yo-yo. (Image to left)  

 

 

Square Tentacle Ball     2011.5010 

Pink, green, and blue tentacles attached to a squishy cube. (Image 

to left)  

 

 

Stretchy Spiders     2011.491 

Stretchy rubber spiders in various colors. (Image to left)  

 

 

 

Stretchy Centipede     2011.611 

This stretchy centipede is an awesome stress reliever. It’s super 

stretchy and one would enjoy pulling its legs. Made out of 

hyperflex material, it is a tactile toy you can fiddle with. (Image to 

left)  

 

 

    Washable Sensory Balls    2011.633 

Children build sensory awareness as they shake and squeeze 

these colorful, textured balls. (Image to left)  
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 Color Changing Foam Footballs   2011.630 

Brightly colored foam footballs that change color in reaction to 

heat. (Image to left) 

  

 

 

    Light-up Glitter Water Ball    2011.631 

Bounce or throw to reveal light. Great for gymnasium or                      

outdoor use. (Image to left)   

 

 

 

Nobbie Ball      2011.473 

White knobby, rubbery ball. Glows in the dark and comes with 

straw for inflating. (Image to left)  

 

 

Sensation Bell Ball     2011.481 

6 inch brightly colored ball with bells inside. (Image to left)  

 

Sportime Success Ball    2011.484 

Balls with mesh fabric with little squares inside. Various colors. 

(Image to left)  
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    Squidgie Ball      2011.490 

Orange ball with rubber ridges. (Image to left)  

 

 

 

Sensation Bell Balls     2011.621 

These colorful balls add auditory feedback to ball play. The sounds 

sensation attracts visual and aural attending to the ball. (Image to 

left)  

 

Flashing Neutron Balls    2011.632 

Light up balls with entwined stars. Unique shape provides texture 

for grip. (Image to left)  

 

 

 

Backpack Bear     2011.445 

Brown plush bear, zipper in back for backpack storage. (Image to 

left)  
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Feelie mat      2011.436 

Large mat with Velcro. There are several pillows and items of 

different textures that stick to the Velcro, can be easily removed 

for washing.  (Image to left)  

 

 

Plush Cheeseburger     2011.478 

This plush cheeseburger is adorable, engaging and durable with 

velcro, a snap, button, lace and a tie. Makes dressing skill 

development full of imaginary play. (Image to left)  

  

Strechypets: Monkey or Dog   2011.563 

StretchyPets™ make ideal tools for fidgety fingers and kids 

needing to do some heavy work with their hands. Each 

StretchyPet contains an internal elastic band that provides 

resistance when the head and back end are pulled apart. (Image 

to left)  

 

  

    Giant Vibrating Turtle    2011.457 

Large plush yellow and orange turtle that vibrates when hugged. 

Requires 2 D batteries. (Image to left)  

 

 

Homedics Foot Massager, Heated   2011.461 

Easy to use, toe-touch controlled with LED's to illuminate the 

selection. Provides "true" thumb pressure to sooth pressure. Heat 

therapy also available. (Image to left)  
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    3-D Feel and Find Puzzle     2011.636 

    Tactile puzzle designed for use with matching the shape of the  

    empty place to the shape of the puzzle piece. 40 piece set made 

of     wood. (Image to left)  

 

    Powerlink 4      2011.637 

    Allows switch users to control up to two electrical appliances with 

    single switches. Six unique modes of control allow user to define  

    for how long devices will be turned on. (Image to left)  

 

  

 

 


